This paper provides a comparison of the exponential copula Lévy model with the classical Gaussian copula model for the pricing of CDO-squared tranches. Several approximations of the recursive approach are considered: a full Monte Carlo approximation, a multivariate Normal approximation of the joint inner CDO loss distribution and a multivariate Poisson approximation of the joint number of defaults affecting the inner CDOs. More particularly, a sensitivity analysis is carried out for three particular days characterised by a low, medium and high value of the quoted iTraxx and CDX index spreads. Moreover, this paper features a comparison of the exponential Lévy and Gaussian Deltas under the multivariate Normal approximation for a period extended from the 20 th of September 2007 until the 13 rd of February 2008. The Deltas are computed with respect to a weighted and unweighted version of the CDS pool as well as with respect to another CDO-squared tranche.
Introduction
Copula models have become the market standard for the pricing of CDO tranches. These models present two main advantages: the dependence structure between default times can be specified independently of the marginal credit curves and the pricing rests on a semi-analytical method. These two advantages still hold in the case of CDOsquared tranche pricing. The aim of this paper consists of an extension of the Gaussian factor copula to the class of Lévy factor copulas. We will consider both a full Monte Carlo method and a Monte Carlo approximation which rests either on the multivariate Normal approximation of the joint inner CDO loss distribution firstly proposed by Shelton or on the multivariate Poisson approximation of the joint number of defaults affecting the inner CDOs 1 .
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the structure of CDO-squared products. Section 3 describes the pricing of CDO-squared tranches under the class of Lévy models based on a recursive algorithm. Section 4 and 5 provide two approximations of the recursive algorithm, namely the multivariate Normal and Poisson approximations which allow a considerable decrease of the computation time. Section 6 presents a sensitivity analysis of the fair spread in function of the correlation coefficient. More particularly, it provides a detailed comparison of the three approaches under the Gaussian factor copula and the exponential Lévy factor copula methods for three particular dates characterised by a low, medium and high level of the quoted iTraxx and CDX index spreads and gives some insight for the accuracy of the multivariate Normal and Poisson approximations. Section 7 discusses the Delta hedge of CDO-squared tranches with respect to weighted and unweighted CDS pools and to CDO-squared tranches. Section 8 summarises the results and contains concluding remarks.
CDOs-squared structure
CDOs-squared are similar to Credit Default Swaps (CDSs) and Collateralized Debt Obligations (CDOs) in the sense that the protection buyer of a CDO-squared pays periodic payments to the issuer in exchange of a protection against the losses arising from default events of the underlying reference entities. More precisely, a CDO-squared is a CDO where the underlying portfolio consists of CDO tranches. Hence, a CDO-squared, referred to as the outer CDO, is a two-layered product: the outer portfolio consisting of tranches of CDOs (called inner CDOs) and the inner portfolios composed of credit entities. The protection buyer makes periodic spread payments on the notional of the outer tranche and receives compensation for the losses comprised in between the outer tranche attachment and detachment points denoted as K A synthetic CDO-squared is backed by a portfolio of synthetic CDOs, i.e CDOs with a collateral pool only composed of CDSs. Generally, the inner CDOs of a CDO-squared are created specifically for the inclusion in the CDO-squared and are consequently simply conceptual items used to compute the value of the CDO-squared.
In most synthetic CDOs-squared, some reference credits are included in more than one inner CDO. This is partly due to the limited number of credit default swaps quoted on the market. This overlapping of credit entities has a crucial influence on the risk profile of the CDO-squared.
A CDO-squared is typically composed of a number of inner CDOs and of underlying credit entities ranging from two to ten and from 200 to 400, respectively (see [12] ).
Each tranche is characterised by a double subordination level: one at the outer CDO level and the other at the inner CDO level. The default of a particular credit entity affects the outer CDO only if it induces a decrease of the notional outstanding of any inner tranche. In this case, the outer tranche either suffers in turn losses or loses a part of its subordination.
Pricing of a CDO-squared tranche
Assume that the outer CDO is composed of N inner CDOs, the j th one containing nb CDSj CDSs. The total number of CDSs composing the CDO-squared is denoted by M 2 . The indicator of the i th credit in the j th inner portfolio is known and denoted by λi,j. By construction, we have: λi,j = 0 if the i th credit does not belong to the j th inner CDO and λi,j = 1 otherwise ;
The matrix (λi,j) contains the information about credit entity concentrations and the overlap between different inner portfolios.
Obligor's default times model
Dependent defaults are generated by latent random variables:
where X = Xt, t ∈ [0, 1] 4 and X (i) = X 5 where Ht denotes the cumulative distribution function of the random variable Xt (Ht(x) = P(Xt ≤ x)) and pi(t) the risk neutral default probability of the i th obligor by time t. The latter can be derived from market CDS spreads at a discrete set of maturities 6 . We have T
H1(Ai)
Hence we can think of the Ai's as asset values (or even better as logarithms of asset value) and of the Ki(t)'s as default barriers in the sense of the equivalence (3.2). The term Xρ can then be interpreted as a common risk factor to all obligors. This is quite similar, though not equivalent, to the Merton's structural approach. The common risk factor can be interpreted as an indicator of the general state of the business cycle whereas the idiosyncratic risk factor is an indicator of events strictly linked to the credit itself. The extension of the classical Gaussian copula model to the class of one factor Lévy models allows to consider more general dependency structures, leading to a better fit across all index tranche prices (see [9] ).
Furthermore, for two different credit entities, we have:
From now on, we will focus on the particular case of the shifted Gamma model, where Xρ and X
1−ρ are independent shifted Gamma distributions.
2 M ≤ N j=1 nb CDS j , the equality occurring only when there is no overlap between the inner CDOs. 3 Note that we assume that each CDS belonging to a particular inner CDO is equally weighted. 4 Note that this assumption is equivalent to limiting the value range of the correlation coefficient between any two obligor values to the set of positive correlations, which is quite intuitive. 5 Note that since A i is equal to the sum of two independent increments of a Lévy process, the first over a time period of ρ and the second over a time period equal to 1 − ρ, the distribution of A i is H 1 .
6 See section 3.2.
Shifted Gamma Process
A shifted Gamma process is defined as:
Here, we choose Gt ∼ Gamma(a t, √ a) 7 . The shifted Gamma process can be interpreted in terms of firm value as an upward trend with random downward shocks coming from a Gamma process. In the particular case of a equal to 1, the distribution of Xt is referred as the exponential distribution.
Marginal default probabilities
The risk-neutral marginal default probabilities pi(T ) = P T
default denotes the default time of the i th obligor, can be estimated from the CDS spread curves using a piecewise homogeneous Poisson model. The inhomogeneous Poisson process is a generalisation of the homogeneous Poisson process which allows to introduce time dependency: the intensity parameter is a deterministic function of time. It is defined as a counting process with independent increments such that for 0 ≤ s ≤ t:
The survival probability becomes:
The piecewise homogeneous Poisson model is characterised by a piecewise constant intensity: λt = hi = cst for t ∈ (Ti−1, Ti] , i = 1, 2, . . . with {Ti, i = 1, 2, . . .} the set of maturities for which the CDS spread is quoted on the market.
In order to calibrate the piecewise homogeneous Poisson model, we consider the discretised version of the expression of the CDS fair spread in terms of the risk neutral survival probability Psurv of the reference credit entity 8 :
where {ti, i = 1, 2, . . . , P } denotes the set of payment dates and where DF(0, ti) is the discounted factor from time ti to the current time.
The value of the parameters hi is determined by using a bootstrapping method. The parameter h1 is firstly determined by solving equation (3.4) in h1 with spread CDS T equal to the market spread of the T1-year CDS and with Psurv(t) = exp − t 0 h1du = exp (−h1 t). Once the parameter h1 determined, we can infer the value of h2 by solving (3.4) in h2 with spread CDS T equal to the market spread of the T2-year CDS and with Psurv(t) = exp (−h1 t) for t ∈ (0, T1] and Psurv(t) = exp −
, and so on.
Barrier
The determination of the barrier (threshold) process is directly inferred from the marginal default probabilities by:
For the shifted Gamma model, we can easily compute the cumulative distribution function and the inverse cumulative distribution function of Xt, t ∈ [0, 1]:
Conditional marginal default probabilities
The Lévy copula model (3.1) allows closed-form solution given the independence of the obligor's asset values conditionally on the common factor Xρ. Indeed, the probability of default of a particular credit entity conditional on the common factor Xρ is determined analytically by:
7 Note that the mean and variance of this Gamma process amount to √ at and t, respectively. 8 Note that we make the following assumptions: compensation of a credit event occurring during the period (t i , t i+1 ] is paid by the protection seller at time t i+1 , i.e. at the next premium payment date ; default occurs only at a payment date, such that we do not have to include an accrual payment term.
An extension of this model can be found in [16] where both these assumptions are relaxed.
Conditional default probabilities
Given the conditional independence of the marginal default probabilities, the conditional probabilities of having k1 defaults in the first inner portfolio, k2 defaults in the second one, and so on, can be determined recursively (see [3] for the particular case of a CDO-squared composed of two inner CDOs) in a similar way as the CDO case. An extension of the particular recursion process developed in [3] to the general case of N inner CDOs is presented here after.
We denote by kj, the number of defaults in the j th inner CDO, kj taking a value in the set {0, 1, . . . , nb CDSj} ;
, the conditional probability at time t of joint losses after m credits ; i.e the probability to have k1 CDSs defaulting in inner CDO 1, k2 CDSs defaulting in inner portfolio 2, and so on, conditional on the common factor and that for the first m credits ; pi(y; t), the conditional (on the common factor y) probability that the i th entity has defaulted by time t.
We will proceed recursively for m = 0, 1, . . . , M where M is the total number of credits composing the outer CDO.
If the total number of entities composing the outer CDO is equal to zero (degenerate case), we have
The M credits are then fed recursively:
The joint loss distribution of the N inner CDOs conditional on the realisation of the market factor is then directly obtained by
Hence, in the case of N inner portfolios, the conditional joint loss distribution can be stored in a N -dimensional hypercube.
For one particular value of the common factor and for one particular time, we have to compute 2 M +1 − 1 different probability terms. Consequently, the computation time doubles when we add an extra CDS. Since in practice a CDO-squared is typically composed of 400 different CDSs (see [11] ), this recursive algorithm can really become cumbersome. Therefore, we should consider another resolution technique for a significant total number of CDSs. The conditional multivariate approximation allows, for instance, to reduce the computation time significantly without a significant loss of precision (see [18] for more details).
Unconditional default probability
The unconditional joint probability to have k1, k2, . . . , kN defaults in the first, second, . . ., N th inner portfolio by time t is denoted by Π k 1 , k 2 , ..., k N (t) and is obtained by integrating the value of the conditional probability Π k 1 , k 2 , ..., k N (y; t) over the distribution of the common factor Xρ:
For the Shifted Gamma model, we have
where
with µ = √ a and b = √ a ; which finally gives
The approximation of the integral (3.7) by making use of the Gauss Laguerre quadrature can turn out to be quite rough in practice since a great part of the nodes are actually useless. Indeed, as it is mentioned in [6] and explained below, there exists a finite value of the common factor, ythreshold, such that the value of the integrand of (3.6) is independent of the common factor on the value range (−∞, ythreshold]. This particularity is directly inferred from the semi-infinity of the definition domain of the shifted Gamma random numbers.
The i th credit entity has defaulted at time t if its asset value is lower than or equal to the barrier Ki(t), which gives, in the particular case of the shifted Gamma distribution:
Since the right inequality always holds if the right-hand side is negative, we have:
, all the credit entities will have defaulted for sure at time t > 0, which leads to a conditional joint default probability Π k 1 , k 2 , ..., k N (y; t) equal to one if kj = nb CDSj ∀j = 1, . . . , N and equal to zero otherwise and consequently independent of the common factor. Hence, each node x greater than xthreshold = a − √ a mini Ki(t) is ineffective in the computation of the integral (3.7) even for the particular case where all the credit entities have defaulted given the independence of the integrand on the integration variable x > xthreshold 9 . Hence, the accuracy of the integration can be increased by splitting the integral into two parts delimited by the threshold xthreshold:
where the first integral is solved in the probability space by setting u = Fgamma(x; aρ, 1).
Inner portfolio loss and inner tranche loss
Since we assume that each credit entity composing a particular inner portfolio is equally weighted and since we consider a recovery rate which is equal across credits, each credit event of a credit entity composing the j th inner portfolio reduces the outstanding notional of the j th inner CDO by an amount equal to a percentage
of the j th inner portfolio size, which results in an interchangeability of the distributions of the number of defaults and of the inner portfolio loss. Hence, the percentage loss on the j th inner portfolio is directly inferred from the random number of defaults affecting the j th inner portfolio,kj, by 10 :
The percentage loss of the j th inner CDO tranche delimited by the attachment and detachment points K
Outer portfolio loss and outer tranche loss
The percentage loss of the outer portfolio amounts to the weighted mean of the inner CDO tranche fractional losses:
where Notional ip j denotes the notional of the j th inner CDO tranche. Note that if we consider the particular homogeneous case of equally weighted CDO tranches, we have Notional ip j = Notional ∀ j and therefore:
The percentage loss of the outer CDO tranche is:
Fair CDO-squared tranche spread
For simplicity, we assume that the compensation of a credit event occurring during the period (ti, ti+1] is paid by the protection seller at time ti+1, i.e. at the next premium payment date and that the defaults happen only at a payment date, such that we do not have to include an accrual payment term.
Similarly to the single name CDS contract, a CDO-squared contract can be represented by two legs:
9 Note that this property holds in the general case of a Lévy process defined on a semi-infinite domain, the value of the threshold depending on the particular distribution considered. 10 We consider an unitary notional for each inner portfolio.
the premium leg which consists of spread payments that are proportional to the difference between the original tranche notional and the cumulative default losses ; the default leg which is composed of a stream of payments that cover the losses affecting the outer tranche as they occur.
The expected value of the premium leg (or fee leg) is given by:
whereas the expected present value of the default leg (or contingent leg) is:
The par spread is obtained by setting the CDO-squared tranche price equal to zero, i.e. by equating the value of the two legs of the CDO-squared tranche:
The conditional multivariate Normal approximation
In order to circumvent the iterative computation of the joint conditional default probabilities, we make, in this section, the key assumption that conditional on the common factor the joint loss distribution is well approximated by a multivariate normal distribution.
The conditional multivariate Normal approximation 11 allows to determine directly the expectation of the outer portfolio tranche loss without determining the loss distribution. This approximation is an extension of the Normal approximation to the multi-dimensional case.
The percentage loss of the j th inner portfolio at time t is defined by:
From the expression (4.1) and given the conditional independence of the obligor values Ai's, we can infer the following expression for the means and the covariance matrix of the conditional loss distribution:
From equation (4.3), we observe that the covariance matrix depends on the product λi,j λ i,k and consequently on the overlapping of the two inner portfolios.
The conditional multivariate Normal approximation consists of using a multi-normal distribution with the means and the covariance matrix given by the equations (4.2) and (4.3) to approximate the joint conditional inner portfolio loss distribution. An estimate of the conditional expected loss of the outer CDO tranche can be computed by a multi-dimensional integration:
is the multivariate normal density function with mean and covariance matrices given by (4.2) and (4.3). This integration is computed by making use of a Monte Carlo simulation, since there exists no closed formula for a number of inner portfolios greater than three (see [18] ). The unconditional expected outer tranche loss at time t is then obtained by integrating the value of E L
] (y; t) over the distribution of the common factor Xρ:
In the case of the shifted Gamma distribution, the general equation (4.4) becomes
The multivariate Poisson approximation
An alternative method to the multivariate Normal approximation consists of the approximation of the joint conditional number of defaults affecting the inner portfolios by a multivariate Poisson distribution. Intuitively, this method should lead to a better approximation given the discrete and positive definition domain of Poisson random numbers. The methodology is the same as in the Proxy method. An algorithm allowing to generate p-multivariate Poisson numbers with given mean ( µ P ) and covariance (Σ P ) structure has been proposed by Yahav and Shmueli (see [19] 
Sensitivity analysis
In this section, we compare the fair CDO-squared tranche spreads under the exponential Lévy model 12 and under the commonly used Gaussian copula model (see for instance [3] and [18] ) for the correlation range [0.05 : 0.05 : 0.95]. We consider a full Monte Carlo approximation of the recursive algorithm with 100 000 sample paths as well as the multivariate Normal approximation (referred as MNA) and the multivariate Poisson approximation (referred as MPA) based on 1000 sample paths 13 . These two approximations lead to a decrease of the computation time since the number of Monte Carlo scenarios can be greatly reduced (see Table 6 .4).
Three data sets are used, each characterised by a different level of the index spreads, and consequently of the marginal default probabilities (low, middle and high): We consider a 5-years CDO-squared composed of 5 inner CDOs, each consisting of 100 CDSs. We investigate both an overlap of 70 percents and 90 percents. The two overlap structures are detailed in Table 6 .1 and Each inner portfolio is built from a CDS pool composed of half iTraxx credit entities and half CDX credit entities. Given this construction and the high level of overlap, the equal correlation assumption seems to be reasonable. Furthermore, we studied both equity (0-3 %), junior (3-6 %) and senior mezzanine (6-9 %) inner tranches as well as the whole range of standard outer tranches. Table 6 .3 provides a summary of the relative precision of the MNA and MPA methods with respect to the full Monte Carlo method in function of the inner and outer tranches. The results consist of an average of the relative fair spread precision over the overlap percentages, the correlations and the dates.
Both the multivariate Normal and Poisson approximations lead to pretty precise results for mezzanine inner tranches for the three dates considered: the average relative fair spread precision of the multivariate Normal approximation amounts to 1.256% and 2.549% for the Gaussian and exponential Lévy copula models, respectively, whereas the mean relative precision of the multivariate Poisson approximation amounts to 1.761% and 2.764% for the Gaussian and exponential Lévy copula models, respectively. However, for a CDO-squared composed of equity inner tranches, the multivariate Normal approximation leads to inaccurate results for equity, mezzanine and senior outer tranches. This is due to the fact that the left tail of the inner loss marginal distributions is not well approximated by a Normal distribution. Indeed by definition a Normal distribution always has positive mass on the negative axis (corresponding to a negative loss which is of course impossible). More importantly, we notice that the cumulative distribution function of the Poisson approximation near zero is close to the full Monte Carlo value, 12 See section 3.1 for a definition of the exponential Lévy distribution. 13 The results are obtained by considering the mid-point rule with 100 integration nodes in the probability space for both the Gaussian and exponential copulas. Note that the upper integration bound reduction method is applied for the exponential Lévy copula model.
14 A particular CDS is included either in only one inner CDO or in all the inner CDOs. Table 6 .4: Computation time of the full MC method, the multivariate Normal and multivariate Poisson approximations for the Gaussian and exponential Lévy copula models
An example of the sensitivity of the fair tranche spread with respect to the correlation coefficient ρ is shown on Figure 6 .1 for the three different methods. This figure illustrates the goodness of fit of the two approximation methods as well as the fact that both the MNA and MPA fair spreads are closer to the full Monte Carlo spread for the Gaussian model than for the exponential Lévy model. The fair spread is model dependent on the whole correlation range, expect for a correlation coefficient tending towards 1 which is in line with the fact that a unitary correlation leads to the same fair tranche spread whatever the model. The biggest difference between the two copula models appears for the outer super senior tranche. Note that the high value of the outer super senior tranche spread and the small difference between the outer super senior and equity tranche spreads are due to the composition of the CDO-squared, that is to say the small number of inner CDOs and the high overlap percentage. 7 Delta Hedging of CDO-squared tranches
Hedging with respect to CDS Index
Similarly to a CDO tranche protection buyer, a CDO-squared tranche protection buyer can hedge his risk by selling protection on the global reference portfolio in the form of single-name CDSs. The Delta of the CDO-squared tranche is defined as the ratio of the change in mark-to-market value of the tranche to the change in mark-to-market value of the CDS index given a 1 percent proportional shift:
index − MTMindex where the mark-to-market of a CDO-squared tranche is defined by:
where the PV01 of a tranche stands for the present value of 1 bp spread paid over the life of the contract and where spread is the fair spread expressed in bps.
This Delta represents the proportion of the index needed to hedge the tranche. Note that here we only look at changes in value of the default leg since they dominate the changes in value of the premium leg. For the computation below, we consider proportional shift of the underlying CDS curves.
We consider both unweighted and weighted indexes to hedge the risk. The unweighted index includes each CDS composing the CDO-squared pool once whereas the weighted index pool is the addition of the inner portfolio pools: Table 7 .1 provides the difference between the smallest and the biggest value of Delta on the considered time period and can therefore be seen as an indication of the performance of the hedge: the smaller the variation range, the better the hedge. Generally speaking the value range of the Deltas decreases with the seniority of the outer tranche whereas higher inner tranche seniority always implies less volatile Deltas.
Index
Inner 
between the exponential and Gaussian Deltas. The exponential Deltas corresponding to the junior mezzanine inner tranche are negatively correlated to the Gaussian Deltas except for the super senior tranche and the weighted index. Moreover, the dependence structure between the exponential and Gaussian Deltas relative to the senior mezzanine inner tranche is always positive for the weighted index and, except for the super senior outer tranche, negative for the unweighted index.
Inner Table 7 .2: Linear correlation coefficient R between the exponential and Gaussian Deltas in function of the outer tranche
The determination coefficient R 2 shown in Table 7 .3 represents the fraction of variability in the exponential Deltas which can be explained by the variability in the Gaussian Deltas and therefore provides a mean to determine how well the value obtained by the regression fits the true value: the closer to one the determination coefficient, the better the fit.
The linear regression of the exponential Deltas on the Gaussian Deltas fits the true value quite well since in every case more than 97 % of the variance of the exponential Deltas can be explained by the variability in the Gaussian Deltas. As it can be seen from Figure 7 .1, the exponential Deltas move much more in line with the Gaussian Deltas for the unweighted index. The value of the determination coefficient and, to a larger extent, the value of the linear correlation coefficient are in line with this observation. Moreover, the value range of the unweighted Deltas is always smaller than this of the weighted Deltas, indicating that the unweighted Deltas are less volatile in time (see Table 7 .1). Therefore, a CDO-squared investor should opt for a Delta-hedging with respect to the unweighted Index.

Hedging with respect to another tranche
One example of tranche hedging is the equity-mezzanine hedging which consists of selling protection on the equity tranche of the CDO-squared and buying protection on the junior mezzanine tranche. The hedge ratio between the two tranches can be expressed as the ratio between the Index Delta of the two tranches:
Hedge ratio jun.mezzanine-equity = Deltaequity Deltajun.mezzanine Figure 7 .2 shows the evolution of the equity-junior mezzanine hedge ratio for the period extended from the 20 th of September 2007 to the 13 rd of February 2008 for both the junior and senior mezzanine inner tranches. Note that the hedge ratios are the same for the weighted and unweighted indexes. The exponential Lévy ratios are on average 12.2652% and 3.2343% higher than the Gaussian ratios, for the junior and senior mezzanine inner tranches, respectively.
The variation range of the equity-junior mezzanine hedge ratio over the time period considered amounts to 0.0586 and 0.1981 for the junior mezzanine inner tranche and to 0.0785 and 0.0909 for the senior mezzanine inner tranche, for the Gaussian and exponential Lévy copulas, respectively. Therefore, hedging the equity tranche with the first mezzanine tranche seems to be a promising hedging strategy for CDO-squared products, as it is currently the case for CDO tranches. 
Conclusion
This paper extends the commonly used Gaussian copula model to the class of Lévy copula models.
Moreover, this paper points out the performance of the Normal and Poisson approximation methods for both the Gaussian and exponential Lévy models for non-equity inner tranches. This two methods allow a significant decrease of the computation time which can turn out to be of a crucial importance, especially for calibration aims. Moreover, the multivariate Poisson approximation method outperforms the multivariate Normal approximation for inner equity tranches.
Furthermore, Deltas with respect to weighted and unweighted indexes as well as the equity-junior mezzanine hedge ratio have been computed for the iTraxx Series 8 under both the exponential and Gaussian models. The exponential Deltas vary in line with the Gaussian Deltas whose variance explains more than 97 % of the variability in the exponential Deltas. Finally, given the small volatility of the equity-junior mezzanine hedge ratio, the tranche hedging strategy seems to be really promising for CDO-squared tranches, as it is already the case for CDO products.
A The Gaussian Copula Model
The Gaussian Copula model introduced by Vasicek (see [20] ) is actually a particular case of the general one factor Lévy model for which the Lévy process is the standard Brownian motion. The value of the i th credit entity given by equation (3.1) becomes here:
where X and X (i) are i.i.d. standard Normal random variables.
